GOLDEN WORDS...

An engineer is not only anyone who has the knowledge of design and execution, but also stands by ethics, dedication and excellence.

- Dr. M. Vennam (Sir MV)

Science is the great Empire’s equation. Every fact is to reach everywhere. Science is a beautiful gift to humanity; we should not neglect it. Science does not differ between men and women.

- A.P.J. Abdul Kalam

ABOUT US

Jayagadam Bhavishyava Gamin Vikas Sansthal is established by the visionary Dr. Shridhara M. Wadhwa, renowned educator with the lofty aim of providing quality professional education and meeting the rising expectations of the industry as well as the young students in region and around. The institute is located at quiet, calm and peaceful location. The college is affiliated to Sant Gadge Bapasa Amravati University, Amravati, India. The present intake of the college is 480 with five core branches of the Engineering which makes the good intake among all Engineering College in Yavatmal City. Jayagadam Bhavishyava Gamin Vikas Sansthal College of Engineering & Technology also has the post graduation courses (M.E. Full Time) in Four Branches which are Computer Science & Engineering, Civil Engineering (Structural), Mechanical Engineering and Electronics & Telecommunication Engineering with intake capacity of 24 seats in each branch. In short span of Institution is marching to achieve the objectives in the field of Engineering & Technology. JCBET path towards service to society and industries is neither automatic nor irreplaceable... we know every step towards the goal requires sacrifice, suffering and struggle; the zealous efforts and passionate concern of our dedicated Secretary & Directors.

ABOUT ICSET - 2015

The 3rd International Conference on Science, Engineering and Technology for academic Industry and Society (ICSET 2015), are bringing together the researchers, scientists, engineers, and scholar students in all areas of Sciences, Engineering and Technology and provides an international forum for the presentation of new advances and results in theory and methodology and practical development experiences which concentrate on both theory and practice. The Conference focuses on the forefront topics in the Social Science, Management, Computer Science and Engineering, Civil, Mechanical, Thermal and Electronic which will be held in Dubai during November 23-25, 2015. It will serve to foster communication amongst researchers and practitioners working in a wide variety of academic areas with a common interest in advancing Science, Engineering and Technology.

ICSET 2015 is a virtual conference, where papers will be peer reviewed by double blind review system.

All selected and reviewed papers for the ICSET 2015 will be published in the International Journal of Relevance in Business, Agriculture & Technology (IJRBAT), International Journal of Relevance in Social Sciences & Information Studies (IJRSIS), and online available at www.scijournals.com. Authors of original research papers which are not submitted are published under consideration anywhere in other conferences / journals by electronic method only after the review.

SUB TOPICS

For Science & Technology
- Biotechnology
- Earth Sciences
- Material Sciences
- Geo-Physics & Remote Technology
- Environmental Science
- Food Science, Nutrition & Engineering
- Bio - Diversity & Sustainable Development
- Medical & Pharmaceutical Science
- Engineering & Technology (M.E. / M.Tech)
- Agriculture Management & Technology

For Social Science & Management
- Human Resource & Management
- Behavioural Science & Psychology
- e-learning & Cyber Technology
- Geology & Law
- Educational Technology
- Appare & Indie Technology
- Communication & Information Technology
- Economics & Business

SPONSORSHIP & ADVERTISEMENT

For Advertising Make Cheque in favour of:
- Dr. Shridhara M. Wadhwa
- For the amount of Rs. 50,000/- only
- To: Jayagadam Bhavishyava Gamin Vikas Sansthal
- Address: Bhopal (M.P.)

驽 表格列文 = 20.00% 比较法则 = 20.00%

Above journals and other (like - Megration Scanned Software for Magazine, Photograph in any forms is not allowed & a surcharge of Rs. 50)

Authors are kindly requested to submit full text papers including results, tables, figures and references. Full text papers will be accepted in LaTeX, doc .x files or by electronic submission system.

Research articles submitted to the conference should meet criteria of guidelines for manuscripts submission which are mentioned in http://scijournals.com/journal.php. For manuscript submission format, literary style, and submission guidelines a must before submission otherwise the paper will not be considered for publication elsewhere.

Paper Page Limit

Page range 0-8 pages. Including all figures, tables, and references.

Accepting extra pages

Every extra exceeding 4 pages can be purchased at Rs. 200/- per page

Submission Method

Electronic submission system available on website www.scijournals.com or email scijournals@gmail.com. Only electronic submission is considered as a part of the conference. We welcome paper submissions which are not already under consideration anywhere in other conference / journal by electronic method only after the review.

Important Dates

Paper Submissions: Full Paper only Before 29 August 2015

Call for Papers: Before 29 August 2015

ICSET 2015 Conference date: 23-25 November 2015

Details of all the information available on www.jcbet.com & www.scijournals.com

For online research papers editing/desiging help can be availed on

- Ms. Shaista Bano, Mob: 09824780390

For all other details:

- Dr. Shridhara M. Wadhwa
- Mob: 09101913224
- Email: jcbet@gmail.com
- Website: jcbet.com & www.scijournals.com
- Dr. P. K. Wadhwa
- Mob: 09101913224
- Email: jcbet@gmail.com
- Website: jcbet.com & www.scijournals.com
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ABOUT US
Jagadamba Bahudhanshini Gamin Vikas Samithi is established by the visionary Dr. Shivali A. Wadke, renowned educator with the lofty aim of providing quality professional education and meeting the rising expectations of the industry as well as the students in region and around. The institute is located at quite, calm and peaceful location. The college is affiliated to Sant Gadge Baba Amravati University, Amravati, India. The present intake of the college is 480 with five core branches of Engineering which makes the good intake among all Engineering Colleges in Yavatmal City. Jagadamba College of Engineering & Technology also having the post graduation courses (M.E. Full Time) in Four Branches which are Computer Science & Engineering, Civil Engineering (Structural), Mechanical Engineering and Electronics and Telecommunication Engineering with intake capacity of 24 seats in each branch. In short span of Institution is marching to achieve the objectives in the field of Engineering & Technology. JCGT path towards service to society and industries is neither automatic nor inevitable... we know every step towards the goal requires sacrifice, suffering and struggle; the矢志不移 efforts and passionate concern of our dedicated Secretary & Directors.

GOLDEN WORDS...
An engineer is not only anyone who has the knowledge of design and execution, but also stands by ethics, discipline and excellence.

- Dr. M. V. Vannavaray (Sri M)

Science is the gift of Enlightenment, and Enlightenment is the gift of Science to humanity. We should not depict that science starts some relationship between all languages.

- Dr. A.P. Jayal Kalam

ABOUT ICSET - 2015
The 1st International Conference on Science, Engineering and Technology for academic Industry and Society (ICSET 2015), aims at bringing together the researchers, scientists, engineers, and scholar students in all areas of Sciences, Engineering and Technology, and provides an international forum for the academicians to share their ideas and practical development experiences which concentrate on both theory and practices. The Conference focuses on the Frontier topics in the Social Science, Management, Computer Science and Engineering, Civil, Mechanical, Electrical and Electronics which will be held in Dubai during November 21, 22 & 23, 2015. It will serve to foster communication amongst researchers and practitioners working in a wide variety of scientific areas with a common interest in advancing Sciences, Engineering & Technology.

ICSET 2015 is a virtual conference where papers will be peer-reviewed by outside reviewers. All accepted and published papers for the ICSET 2015 will be presented in the International Journal of Researches in Business, Agriculture & Technology (IJRBAT), International Journal of Researches in Social Science & Information Studies (IJRSSIS), and online conference proceedings. The conference proceedings will be distributed to all original research papers which are ICSET submitted / published / under consideration anywhere in other conferences / journals, by electronic method only (Research & Development)